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ABSTRACT

The symmetry associated with the heal equation is re-examined using Lie's method.
Under suitable choice of the arbitrary parameters in the Lie field, it is shown that the system exhibits
SL{ 2, R) symmetry. On inspection of the q-analogue of the principal solution, we find broadening
of the Gaussian-flow curve when g is varied from 1 toO.002. The g-analogucofthe general solution
predicts the existence of additional degeneracy.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum group which arose in the solutions of QYBE1}, the inverse scattering theory 2)

and factorizability of the scattering matrix 3) had similar properties of Hopf algebras satisfying
quasi-triangular conditions. At group level, if G is a complex reductive algebraic group, then the
quantum group can be associated with 'q-deformations' €[£?,] of the coordinate algebra C[G]
of G. Thus, C[ G,] is C-Hopf algebra which is neither commutative nor co-commutative 4). In
category theory, let Q Grit = (K—Hopf)°, the dual category of if-Hopf algebras. Then, any
G £ ob (Q Grjr) is called a quantum (affine) K-group or simply a quantum group S). Apart
from their mathematical elegance, slowly the quantum groups are finding wide applicability in a
variety of physical problems of interest; e.g., in nuclear shell theory, if one uses 0.5 < r < 2,
where q = e*r, the levels corresponding to a given number of quanta N almost collapse to a single
one, thus recovering the (7(3) symmetry 6). Some attempts have also been made to generate the
fine structure splitting in the energy levels of the hydrogen atom for q =/ 1. Here, we examine the
'q-effect' on the principal and general solutions of the classical heat How in a one-dimensional
semi-infinite rod. Our material is arranged as follows.

In Section 2, we obtain the infinitesimal symmetry elements of the heat equation by de-
manding the invariance of the equation under a second prolonged Lie field action. By a judicious
choice of the arbitrary parameters in the Lie field, the SL( 2, R) symmetry is recovered. Sections
3 is devoted to the construction of principal and general solutions and the ^-analogue solutions
of the heat propagation. The j-analogue of the principal solution indicates that as more diffusion
occurs and even though the solute is fixed, the area under the curve u(x) jM vs. % becomes larger
and larger as q varies from unity to 0.002 (Fig. 1) in contrast to the classical case (q = 1) when the
area remains fixed. The implication of the broadening of the area in the heai flow is an indicator of
the diffusion constant having shown remarkable ^-effect.

At the general solution level, an examination of the SLt(2,R) representations 7), we
find that there exists a new principal series representation:

a) e=-± + i\, 0 <\ <ir/2h

b) £= _ I + , i + s ( s > 0 ) ,

where q = e~ \ i.e., the corresponding g-case displays an additional degeneracy corresponding to

the classical situation.

In Section 4, we highlight some of the glaring features of g-effeci on the diffusion mech-
anism which need empirical support.
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2. SYMMETRY OF THE CLASSICAL HEAT EQUATION

Let us consider the heat conduction in a one-dimensional rod,

u, = uIX] or A(ar,I,u (2)) - 0 , (2.1)

where the thermal diffusivity is taken to be one. Here, we have two independent variables (x,t)
and one dependent variable u ( i ( i ) , i.e., X = R 2 and U = E '. Let M C X x U be open. Let V.
be a vector field on M corresponding to local one-parameter group exp( XVJ, where

The second prolongation of y_ on M ( 2 ) is defined as s )

V<2> = y _ + 4>x — + <t>% — + <t>ZI —

such that

V_(2) • A = 0, where dut --

From (2.1) and (2.4), we have

• 3 . .

>*"/-

where

• ^ etc

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

- TJt) U , - - T)u

ut

- 77U u ,

(2.6)

Substituting (2.6) in (2.5), replacing ti( by uXI and equating the coefficients of various monomials
(u x , u\, etc.) in the first and second order partial derivatives of u, we have the following 'defining
equations' for determining £, TJ, <j>:

*?„=<>,

% = 0 ,

fu = 2»)IU - 3£

- It = - I n + ^«

fIB = 0 ,

2(z* = 0 ,
ft = £u - 2 0I

(2.7a)

(2.76)

(2.7c)

(2 Id)

(2.7e)

(2.7/)

(2.7?)

(2.7/i)

(2.7,)

. .^B, "fa>, If

The solutions of the above defining equations (2.7) can be given as

7} = Cl + 2 C4 t + 4 C$ t7 ,

(£= ( c 3 -Ci i - 2 C6 t - C 6 I 2

(2,8a)

(2-86)

(2.8c)

where Cj's are arbitrary constants and a(x,t) is an arbitrary solution of the heat equation. Thus,
we finally obtain the elements of the infinitesimal symmetry of the heat equation (2.1) as

u du ,

= 21 9X — xu da

and infinite dimensional subalgebra spanned by

2t)udu , (2.9)

(2.10)

By a judicious choice of the parameters in £,r},tt>, we could obtain the following elements for the
symmetry of the heat equation as well:

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

P, ZJ, Jf satisfy the following commutation relations:

IP,D\=P ,

\D,K\ = K ,

\P,K\ = D,

Writing P, D, K in terms of L± and Lo, we have

(2.14)

(2.15)



We note that [L±, Lo} span the SL(2, R) algebra, i.e.,

(2.16)

The Casimir operator is given by

= D2 - KP) (2.17)

3. (A) PRINCIPAL SOLUTION AND ^-ANALOGUE OF THE PRINCIPAL
SOLUTION

Here, we consider the infinitesimal generator K to determine the principal solution to
the heat equation (2,1). The invariant solution u = 6{ x, t) of the p.d.e. (2.1) corresponding to K
satisfies

d d 4 2

The solution of (4.1) is found by solving the characteristic equations

dx dt du
xt ~ t1

C = x/t and

Thus, the solution of (3.1) is defined by the invariant form

or, solving for u, we have

u = 9(z,t) = —= e~xlt

To estimate <&(.O, we substitute (3.5) in (2.1) yielding

Thus, we have

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.2) has two invariants (integration constants: (, similarity variable and $(C), the similarity
curve),

J . (3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

where o, b are arbitrary constants. Thus, the invariant solution of (2.1) resulting from K is given
by

u = e( i , t ) = - T e - l ! / u t ( t t + fc x/t) (3.8)
v*

We consider the case b = 0 yielding the principal solution to the heat equation

4 (3.9)

If we take into account the diffusion constant D (which has been taken as unity) and the total amount
of substance M diffusing in a cylinder of infinite length and of unit cross-section, then (3.9) can
be written as

where

M = \ adz

The above solution describes the spreading by diffusion of an amount of substance M deposited at
time t = 0 in the plane x = 0. As more diffusion occurs, the u/M curve will spread out along the
a:-axis. However, since the amount of solute is fixed, the area under the curve remains fixed (see
Fig. 1, curve 1).

^-analogue solution

Here, we take q-analogue of Eq.(3.10) and obtain

u
M

1
'(-lV(x2/4Dty/\r,q\\ (3.11)

where

q-T

is the g-analogue of the (real) number q. In the limiting situation q = 1, Eq.(3.11) reduces to the
classical solution.

We have plotted u/M vs. x for various values of q. In the classical case (q = 1), the
area under the curve remains fixed as solute is fixed. The role of q is clearly seen when it affects
the (classical) area corresponding to curve 1. As q becomes smaller and smaller (curves 2-6), the
area under consideration is enhanced. The above effect may he interpreted as due to q / 1, the
solute gets distributed over a larger area, or, the possible 'quantum' effect has taken place, It is to
be noted however that the peak value (max value of u/M) remains unaffected not-withstanding
the g-effect.
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3. (B) GENERAL SOLUTION AND SL,(Z, R) SYMMETRY

We just examine here the extra degeneracy that could arise due to the g-effect by looking
at the structure of the £L,( 2 , R) representations7).

From the analysis of Masuda et al, 7), we have the following unitary irreducible rep-
resentations characterized by £ (the eigenvalue associated with C2); /( £ 2Z, the index set; TL is
integral:

1. D i s c r e t e s e r i e s D*{1) : t £ N a n d I t = ( l + \ J + 2 , . . . )

2. Discrete series D~(£) : t € N, It = ( - i - 1, -I - 2 ,...)

3. Continuous principal series Dp(c2):

a ) £ = - j + A (0 < \ < n/2h),It = TL

b>£ = ^ I + n + s ( s > 0 ) , h=TL,
where ij = e ~ \ c2=i(i+\).

It is seen that unlike the classical case, the principal series representarion splits up and correspond-
ingly, the eigenvalue problem in the heat flow will display additional degeneracy.

4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The representation space of SL{ 2 , R) is the eigenspace of the p.d.e. for different bound-
ary value problem. They can be thought of as different modes of heat propagation and thus repre-
sent the bulk properties of the medium. The (j-deformation splits the principal series representation
bringing about new degeneracies because of interplay of <j~effec: in (he diffusion mechanism. Even
in the principal solution of the heat equation, there is enhancement of the area in the heat flow curve
although the peak value remains the same. Possibly, q can be related with 'doping' or bringing the
'impurity' in the medium thereby affecting the diffusivity properties! Thus, the g-effect may be
interpreted as mimicking the interaction with 'quenched disorder' in the conducting medium.
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